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Why Should You Incorporate Credits In Your Photos? 

 

If you had someone steal your work and didn’t even give your credits, it would certainly upset you. 

Photographers feel the same way! Luckily, you don’t have to go through the extra steps for crediting. 

There is a “credits tool” editor which enables users to quickly caption an image with proper credits 

allocation that any users can simply use and be done in matter of seconds! In this post we be providing 

you the essential reasoning as per to why it’s important to associate photo credits in a photo.  

 Why Use a Credit Tool?  

 Well for starters, it’s for free and it would hurt to give someone the credit for a change! Image or photo 
credit-tool(s) are usually designed to allow users to quickly summarize the credits, of the individual who 
originally took the picture. Users can simply modify text color, location and then download the image 
along with the credits!  
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 Important Marketing Tool  

Photographers market themselves by credit association to the images that they take. Readers that take 

interest in photographers based on their work. The only way a reader can learn more about the 

photographer, is if there is some sort of credit mentioning their name or company.  

If you happen to be buying your images from a photographer, you can include your credits so that 

customers can reach out to you if they are interested to buy similar quality pictures.  

Credits Prevents Thieves  

A credit association also helps to prevent any unwanted users / thieves who may potentially steal your 

work and give themselves the credit as if they were the one with the camera!  

Credited Image Just Gets Appreciated Better  

Photography is a form of art and art is always appreciated. If you do not include credits with a credit-

tool, chances are people may not appreciate the work that you publish so much. Let alone it is also a 

humiliation for the photographer who provided you with the quality images / photos and yet he/ she 

doesn’t get any credit.  

Conclusion 

The bottom line is if you don’t want your blog post image to get stolen by anyone and you want to 

appreciate your photographer, start using the image credit-tool and don’t forget to mention the 

photographer name alongside with any photographers company or business name.  
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